EARSHOT

A minimal network model of human speech recognition (HSR) that operates on real speech
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EARSHOT is the first model of human
speech recognition that can recognize real
speech from multiple talkers with high
accuracy (1000 words x 10 talkers)

EARSHOT is less complex than computer
speech recognition networks; it is simple
enough to provide a new platform for testing
theories of human speech recognition

Challenges for modeling human speech recognition

Model

Emulation of Auditory Recognition of
Speech by Humans Over Time

Ideally, computational models of human speech recognition (HSR) would
#1. Work on real speech (lack of invariance problem)
#2. Correctly recognize realistically-sized vocabulary
#3. Learn
#4. Correctly capture behavior of HSR, including temporal dynamics
#5. Provide insight into the neurobiological basis of HSR
No current model does all five
● TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986): only #4 (greatest breadth & depth)
● Shortlist B (Norris & McQueen, 2008): #2, #4
● Simple Recurrent Networks (SRNs; Elman, 1990): #3
● Models based on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR; Scharenborg et
al., 2005; Scharenborg, 2010): #1, but with low accuracy

● Standard recurrent neural network,
trained using backpropagation
through time
● Hidden layer: long short-term
memory (LSTM) nodes
(Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997),
with internal "gates" that allow
nodes to become sensitive to
varying time scales

Training
● Items: 1000 words produced by 10
talkers (Apple 'say.app' voices)
● 10 models, each with different
talker excluded
● 100 words excluded from each
trained-on Talker
● 9 talkers x 900 words = 8100
patterns per epoch

Our goals:
● Borrow minimal elements of deep learning / ASR to allow a network to
○ Learn to process real speech (progress towards developmental
adequacy while increasing computational adequacy)
○ Minimize complexity (preserve psychological adequacy)
○ Provide links to neurobiology (progress towards neural adequacy)

Computational adequacy
● Accuracy = cosine similarity to
target > next-most active for ≥
100ms and then to end of
simulation

● Trained-on:
89%
● Excluded words: 63%
● Excluded talkers: 33%
(range: 3-74%)
● Accuracy improves rapidly
for excluded words and
talkers when training
resumes w/all items
EARSHOT achieves high
accuracy with a large set of
items (1000 words produced
by 10 talkers)
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EARSHOT is not trained on phonemes, but
develops internal representations that
resemble cortical responses to phonemes

EARSHOT model

Psychological adequacy

AVERAGED OVER ALL 10 MODELS
BEST

● A critical test case for psychological adequacy is whether the model
simulates the time course of human spoken word recognition
Time-course of human spoken word recognition: Allopenna, Magnuson & Tanenhaus, 1998

Neural adequacy

TRACE: McClelland & Elman, 1986

Sensivity analyses

Human STG feature sensitivity (Mesgarani et al., 2014)

EARSHOT feature sensitivity

● Megarani, Cheung, Johnson & Chang
(2014) directly recorded from superior
temporal gyrus (STG) of epilepsy patients
during speech perception
● We applied their methods to EARSHOT's
hidden unit responses
EARSHOT phonetic sensitivity

Human STG phonetic sensitivity (Mesgarani et al., 2014)

● Sensitivity indices
○ Time window: 50-150 ms, window of
average max onset-related response
○ Phonetic Sensitivity Index (PSI): which
phones strongly activate each hidden unit
○ Featural Sensitivity Index (FSI): same, but
for acoustic-phonetic features

Representational Similarity Analysis
● Compute cosine dissimilarity matrices
● Compare matrices (Pearson correlation)
● Chance estimated by permutation test
(shuffle patterns before computing matrix; 1
million permutations)
● PSI pattern in EARSHOT is also highly
correlated with pattern in STG
-6
(r = 0.607, p < 1 x 10 )

Complex responses

Dissimilarity matrix for FSI pattern
in EARSHOT hidden units

Dissimilarity matrix for FSI pattern in
human STG (Mesgarani et al., 2014)

EARSHOT responses strongly resemble human STG
r = 0.895, p < 1 x 10-6
Correlations expected
by chance

Time locked, sustained: 6%

Actual correlation

Complex: 51%

Time locked, discrete: 5%

● PSI and FSI
were calculated
with respect to
time-locked
responses
Delayed: 31%

Onset burst: 1%

Quiet: 5%

Loud (complex): 1%

● However, many
hidden units
exhibit more
complex
responses

Discussion
WORST

EARSHOT exhibits
plausible over-time
dynamics that
resemble human
time-course results

Cosine similarity
is calculated
between network
outputs and all
words in the
lexicon at each
time step

● EARSHOT works on real speech and learns to transform spectra to
words
● Achieves unprecedented computational adequacy, showing high
accuracy on – and robust generalization beyond – training set
● Preserves psychological adequacy, showing realistic time course of
lexical activation
● Achieves neural adequacy, encoding acoustic-phonetic information in a
way that mirrors patterns seen in human cortical responses

● EARSHOT opens the way to model-guided exploration of topics
previously out of reach
● Lack-of-invariance problem: Details of real speech, true talker variability,
etc., using same materials with model and subjects
● Developmental adequacy: future work will attempt more realistic
learning
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